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The high seas = 61% of the oceans and 43% of the surface of the Earth
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Distribution of Sperm Whale catches (Oct-Mar) from 1751-1920

Charles Haskins Townsend (1935) Zoologica 19: 1-50



Distribution of Sperm Whale catches (Apr-Sept) from 1751-1920

Charles Haskins Townsend (1935) Zoologica 19: 1-50



Distribution of Right Whale catches from 1751-1920

Charles Haskins Townsend (1935) Zoologica 19: 1-50
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Ecologically and biologically significant areas



Important bird areas



UN CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA (UNCLOS) 1994

• Duty to:

– Conserve marine living 
resources 

– Protect and preserve marine 
environment, including rare 
or fragile ecosystems and 
habitat...

– Cooperate
– Control flag vessels and 

citizens
– Comply with other 

international legal 
obligations

• Freedom to:

– Fish

– Navigate

– Lay submarine cables and 
pipelines

– Conduct marine scientific
research

– Construct artificial islands

– Authorize vessels to fly
national flag

+



Source: whofishesfar.org

Non-tuna Regional Fisheries Management Orgs Tuna RFMOs
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Incredible rates of decline in marine life 
the past few decades:

Oceanic whitetip shark >99% decline
Pacific leatherback turtle >97% decline
Pacific bluefin tuna >97% decline



UN General Assembly resolution in 2006 directed RFMOs to identify 
and protect vulnerable marine ecosystems on the seabed by 2008

Vulnerable marine 
ecosystems and fishery 
closures 2018



UN Intergovernmental Conference on Biodiversity Beyond 
National Jurisdiction: 2018-2020

Aim: to produce an International Legally Binding Instrument for 
the Protection of Biodiversity Beyond National Jurisdiction

To include: 
Area-based management tools, including MPAs
Benefit sharing from marine genetic resources
Environmental impact assessments



Problem: how can you possibly track and police 
activities in the trackless enormity of the high seas?





AIS: Automatic Identification System (on ships > 300 gt)





Fishing gear and pattern detection from vessel tracks



Global patterns of fishing

Kroodsma et al (2018) Science, 10.1126/science.aao5646

About 60% of fishing 

effort > 100nm from 

coasts included



Licensed mining exploration and reserve areas

Dual role: promoter and regulator of mining



Target deposits are on 
seamounts, around 
hydrothermal vents and 
manganese nodules on the deep 
abyssal plain – just where 
biodiversity is richest!



Areas of particular environmental interest



Alfred Wegener Institute OFOS team 2015
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Mesopelagic fish: The greatest migration on Earth

10 billion tonnes (28x all the people on Earth)
Perhaps 90% of all the fish in the ocean
Feed at the surface, poop in the deep sea
Promote carbon storage, helping reduce climate change
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Without these little fish, there could be 50% more 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, and the world would 
be much hotter



In the search for new biological 
resources, a large unexploited 
biomass has been identified in the 
mesopelagic zone (water column 
between 200 and 1000 m)…If 
exploited at sustainable levels, 
without impacting upon biodiversity 
and compromising the oceans' role in 
climate regulation, this biomass could 
be used to produce more high quality 
ingredients…



• How will MPAs be 
established? 
(representative, replicated 
network? coverage?)

• Who by?
• Who will manage and 

enforce them?
• What will they be protected 

from?
• Will protection include the 

whole water column and 
seabed?

Questions for the UN 
Intergovernmental 
Conference:



Habitat protection in the open ocean is meaningless 
if it does not include the creatures that live there –
they constitute the ‘habitat’
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